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We present an algorithm for the computation of representations of a Lie algebra acting
on its universal enveloping algebra. This is a new algorithm which permits the eective
computation of these representations and of the matrix elements of the corresponding Lie
group. The approach is based on a mathematical formulation originated by the authors.
An interesting feature is the ecient computation of the adjoint representation of the
corresponding Lie group. The methods are implemented using a symbolic computation
program such as MAPLE.
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1. Introduction
The technique of computing representations on the enveloping algebra was developed
in work by physicists, mainly Gruber (e.g. Gruber and Klimyk (1986)). Their methods
are not designed for computations with Lie algebras beyond the simplest ones. Our
idea is to construct left and right principal matrices, corresponding to left and right
multiplication of the basis elements of the Lie algebra on the basis of monomials of the
universal enveloping algebra (see, e.g. Dixmier (1977), Bourbaki (1971{72)). These allow
one to compute all representations of the Lie algebra, and the matrix elements of the
corresponding Lie group, acting on the universal enveloping algebra and its quotients.
We show how to compute these representations, which are typically innite-dimensional.
As the universal enveloping algebra is non-commutative, it is not an easy problem to
calculate products in that algebra. Our method resolves these diculties, by using the
matrices dening the Lie algebra directly.
In the next section we present some notations and the theoretical basis of the algo-
rithm. Then we present our algorithm along with the example of E2 (Euclidean group in
two dimensions) which comes up naturally in many physical problems. The calculation of
the adjoint group (see Chevalley (1946)) comes for free in our approach. Other applica-
tions include calculating the matrix elements of the representations as well as recurrence
relations for the matrix elements. We include some remarks concerning the eciency of
our approach.
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2. Principles of the Algorithm
The problem is to compute the representations of a given Lie algebra G acting on its
universal enveloping algebra U and its quotients.
dual representations and coordinates of the second kind
The novelty of our approach is to use coordinates of the second kind. They arise as
follows. Denote a basis for G by f1; 2; : : : ; dg, where d is the dimension of G. A basis
for U is then
[[n]] def= n11 
n2
2    nd
where n denotes a multi-index (n1; : : : ; nd).
Group elements in a neighborhood of the identity can be expressed as
g() def= e
P

 = g(A) def= eA11eA22    eAdd :
The i are called coordinates of the rst kind and the Ai, coordinates of the second
kind. The signicance of this for our problem is the expansion (expanding exponentials,
combining the above equations)
g(A) =
X
n
An11   Andd
n1!   nd! [[n]]:
The dual representations denote realizations of the Lie algebra as vector elds in terms
of the coordinates of the second kind acting on the left or right, respectively, i.e. dene
the left (respectively, right) principal matrices, z(A) (respectively, (A)) according to:
j g(A) =
X

zj(A)@g(A); g(A)j =
X

j(A)@g(A)
where @ = @=@A. We write the dual representations:
zj
def=
X

zj(A)@; 

j
def=
X

j(A)@:
If A depends on a parameter s, then we have, for any function f(A) (the dot denoting
dierentiation with respect to s) the flow _f =
P

_A@f . So, let X =
P
  and
consider group elements
g(A(s)) = esX = es
P

 :
We have, acting by X on the left and right, respectively,
_g = Xg =
X


z
g =
X
;

z
@g; _g = gX =
X



g =
X
;


@g:
As mentioned above, we have in general _g =
P

_A@g, therefore we can see the result:
Lemma 2.1. (Splitting Lemma) Denote by (A) either the left or the right principal
matrices. Then we have
_Ak =
X

k(A)
with initial values Ak(0) = 0.
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This is eectively calculating the matrix inverse to that in the Wei{Norman approach
(Wei and Norman, 1963, 1964). Dual representations play an essential role in the vector
coherent state method, see Ch. 7 of Biedenharn and Lohe (1995).
matrix elements
Matrix elements are dened by group elements g(A; ) acting on the basis [[n]]:
g(A; )[[n]] =
X
m
Dm
n
E
A
[[m]]
where the sum is over m = (m1; : : : ;md) with mi  0, 1  i  d. Although this is a
formal innite sum, using the dual realization  we see that the matrix elements are in
fact determined recursively by the:
Principal FormulaDm
n
E
A
= (1)
n1    (d)ndAm11   Amdd =m1!   md!
where (1)
n1    (d)nd . Formally, this follows from the denition, in the equation above,
by pulling [[n]] across g(A; ), i.e. g(A; )[[n]] = (1)
n1    (d)ndg(A; ). Thus, these are
matrix elements for innite-dimensional representations. For nilpotent Lie groups these
are polynomials in the group variables. See Feinsilver and Schott (1996b) for a detailed
discussion and how to compute recurrence formulas for these matrix elements.
the adjoint group
Using the pi-matrices, calculating the adjoint group, the exponential of the adjoint
representation, is readily accomplished. Here, we explicitly indicate the dependence of
the group element g on (1; : : : ; d) to indicate that the basis elements i are replaced by
the corresponding matrices of the adjoint representation i.
Definition 2.2. Denote the transposes ^ = (z)t and ^ = ()t. Let (A) denote
g(A; ), the adjoint group.
Now we have the main result (see Feinsilver and Schott (1996a) for the proof).
Theorem 2.3. The adjoint group g(A; ) satises ^ = ^g(A; ), i.e.  = ^−1^.
Remark 2.4. The transposes ^ and ^ are used in dening double duals, in which the
derivatives @i are replaced by variables yi and the variables Ai are replaced by derivatives
@i = @=@yi. With @ = (@1; : : : ; @d), we set
^j
def
=
X

y^j(@); ^j
def
=
X

y^

j(@):
The maps j ! j and j ! ^j extend to Lie homomorphisms, giving concrete realizations
of the Lie algebra.
Thus, the goal is the computation of the matrices z and . There are two procedures|
a direct approach based on commutation relations|and the one based on our techniques.
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algorithm
A procedure which is generally quite dicult to carry out is based on the use of given
commutation relations. This is a direct approach. In this case, one nds the vector elds
rst, then extracts the principal matrices.
1. The basis fig is given, along with commutation relations. Form X =
P
ii.
2. Write g as the product eA11eA22    eAdd .
3. For each i individually, compute the multiplication
ig =   + eA11    ieAii:   
using the adjoint action
ie
Ajj = eAjj (e−Ajadji)
rewriting each term of the form eA11    jeAjj    as @jg, with @j = @=@Aj .
4. This gives the vector elds zi =
P
zik@k.
5. Extract z from the relation z = z@ where z and @ are column vectors.
6. Repeat steps 3{5 for right multiplication gi to nd  and hence .
7. Continue with double duals and adjoint group .
One problem with this approach is that there is no guarantee once you push a i
through that it will not generate s which have then to be pulled back and forth and so
on, causing an interminable repetition of steps. For nilpotent groups a proper choice of
basis can eliminate this. (The reader may try so(3), group of rotations in three dimensions,
to see an example of this phenomenon.)
The algorithm that we present below was developed to avoid these diculties (as well
as avoiding using the adjoint action of the group) of the above procedure and by its
construction terminates upon solving a system of linear equations for the variables _A.
procedure for matrices
Here we give the main steps of the procedure. The dening matrices for the Lie algebra
are used. In practice, the form of the element X in step 1 is given and the basis elements
i calculated as @X=@i.
1. Pick a basis fig. Form X =
P
ii.
2. Compute g as the product eA11eA22    eAdd .
3. Compute Xg by matrix multiplication.
4. Write _g formally and equate entries of _g and Xg.
5. Solve for _Ai. Form the row vector _A. Note: you do not solve dierential equations
at this point.
6. Find z from writing _A = z, with  the row vector (1; : : : ; d).
7. Repeat steps 3{6 with gX to nd .
8. Form the vector elds z = z@,  = @, using column vectors.
9. Form double duals ^, ^, using ^ = (z)t, ^ = ()t.
10. Compute the adjoint group  = ^−1^.
Remark 2.5. One can solve _A = , using either z or , to nd the splitting formula
explicitly.
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Example 2.6. Here we illustrate with E2 the Euclidean group in two dimensions. Then,
because complications develop rapidly with increasing dimension, we just state the result
of the left-dual for E3, Euclidean group in three dimensions | the algebra is of dimension
6, the dening matrices 4 4.
For E2, start with
X =
0@ 0 3 1−3 0 2
0 0 0
1A = 11 + 22 + 33:
Now, exponentiating gives
eA11 =
0@ 1 0 A10 1 0
0 0 1
1A ; eA22 =
0@ 1 0 00 1 A2
0 0 1
1A ; eA33 =
0@ cosA3 sinA3 0− sinA3 cosA3 0
0 0 1
1A :
Multiplying these together gives the group element
g =
0@ cosA3 sinA3 A1− sinA3 cosA3 A2
0 0 1
1A :
Dierentiating formally yields _g, which we equate, for the left action, with Xg0@ − _A3 sinA3 _A3 cosA3 _A1− _A3 cosA3 − _A3 sinA3 _A2
0 0 0
1A =
0@ −3 sinA3 3 cosA3 3A2 + 1−3 cosA3 −3 sinA3 −3A1 + 2
0 0 0
1A :
This yields the equations
( _A1; _A2; _A3) = (3A2 + 1;−3A1 + 2; 3)
= (1; 2; 3)
0@ 1 0 00 1 0
A2 −A1 1
1A
this last matrix being z. Similarly, equating _g = gX yields
 =
0@ cosA3 − sinA3 0sinA3 cosA3 0
0 0 1
1A
and Theorem 2.3 yields
 =
0@ cosA3 sinA3 −A2− sinA3 cosA3 A1
0 0 1
1A :
Example 2.7. Here we state the result for E3. Start with
X =
0BB@
0 −6 5 1
6 0 −4 2
−5 4 0 3
0 0 0 0
1CCA :
The above procedure yields the left-dual, z,
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0BBBBBBBBBBBB@
1 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0
0 −A3 A2 1 0 0
A3 0 −A1 sin(A4) sin(A5)cos(A5) cos(A4) −
sin(A4)
cos(A5)
−A2 A1 0 − cos(A4) sin(A5)cos(A5) sin(A4)
cos(A4)
cos(A5)
1CCCCCCCCCCCCA
and the right-dual may be found as indicated above, and nally the exponential-adjoint,
taking almost a full page to print.
The program given below includes the calculation of the matrices of the adjoint rep-
resentation of the Lie algebra as the dierential|rst-order terms|of the dierence
between the pi-matrices. (See kirlv and adjrep). Note that it is ‘modular’, i.e. one
can compute the group element and each of the pi-matrices and the exponential-adjoint
separately, which is useful for dealing with time and memory limitations.
advantages of the matrix algorithm
For symbolic computation, it is generally advantageous to use matrices rather than
abstract commutation relations.
To calculate the adjoint representation entails computing [i; j ] for all pairs of basis
elements. This involves
(
d
2

operations and yields d coecients per calculation. This
gives complexity of order d3. The matrices of the adjoint representation are thus d  d.
Because of the Jacobi identity, there is a large redundancy inherent in calculating the
adjoint representation directly. Exponentiating then involves computing exponentials of
d matrices each of size d  d. In our approach, we nd the pi-matrices by computing
with the dening representation of the Lie algebra, say, n  n, typically much smaller
than d, e.g. for su(4), special unitary group in four dimensions, n = 4, while d = 15, the
dimension of the Lie algebra. The computations involve exponentiating d matrices of size
nn. Of course, ultimately we calculate with only two d d pi-matrices. In fact, we are
interested in and able to nd the matrix elements for innite-dimensional representations
and the adjoint group basically comes for free.
3. MAPLE Program
with(linalg):
group := proc()
local i,k,kk;
n:=rowdim(X):m := n^2;
Adot := ’Adot’; a:=’a’;A:=’A’;
for i to d do xi[i] := map(diff,X,a[i]) od;
for ki to d do EE[ki]:=map(simplify,exponential(scalarmul(xi[ki],
A[ki]))) od;
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gg := multiply(seq( EE[kk],kk = 1 .. d));
gg:=map(simplify,gg);
save X,d,m,gg,‘gg.out‘;
print(‘group element saved‘);
end:group;
pdgr:=proc()
local i,k,kk;
Adot := ’Adot’; a:=’a’;A:=’A’;
read ‘gg.out‘;
gg:=map(convert,gg,exp);gg:=map(expand,gg);
print(‘the group element has been read‘);
X:=map(convert,X,exp):
Xg := multiply(X,gg) ;
for i to d do ggdot[i] := Adot[i]*map(diff,gg,A[i]) od;
gdot := evalm(sum(ggdot[k],k = 1 .. d));
Xgv := convert(Xg,vector);
gdotv := convert(gdot,vector);
#gdotv := map(convert,gdotv,exp);
#Xgv := map(convert,Xgv,exp);
print(‘solving equations for pi-dagger‘);
sys:=solve({seq(gdotv[i]-Xgv[i],i = 1 .. m)},{seq(Adot[i],
i = 1 .. d)});
assign(sys); vv := convert([seq(Adot[i],i = 1 .. d)],vector);
for i to d do pdgr[i] := map(diff,vv,a[i]) od;
pi[1] := concat(seq(pdgr[k],k = 1 .. d));
pi[1]:=map(simplify,pi[1]);
pidgr := transpose(pi[1]);
save pidgr,‘pidgr.out‘;
print(‘pi-dagger saved‘);
end:pdgr;
pstr:=proc()
local i,k,kk;
Adot := ’Adot’; a:=’a’;A:=’A’;
read ‘gg.out‘;
gg:=map(convert,gg,exp);gg:=map(expand,gg);
print(‘the group element has been read‘);
gX := multiply(gg,X);
for i to d do ggdot[i] := Adot[i]*map(diff,gg,A[i]) od;
gdot := evalm(sum(ggdot[k],k = 1 .. d));
gdotv := convert(gdot,vector);
gdotv := map(convert,gdotv,exp);
gXv := convert(gX,vector);
gXv := map(convert,gXv,exp);
print(‘solving equations for pi-star‘);
sys := solve({seq(gdotv[i]-gXv[i],i = 1 .. m)},{seq(Adot[i],
i = 1 .. d)});
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assign(sys);
vv := convert([seq(Adot[i],i = 1 .. d)],vector);
for i to d do pst[i] := map(diff,vv,a[i]) od;
pi[2] := concat(seq(pst[k],k = 1 .. d));
pi[2]:=map(simplify,pi[2]);
pistar := transpose(pi[2]);
save pistar,‘pistar.out‘;
print(‘pi-star saved‘);
end:pstr;
padj:=proc()
if tt=1 then trg() fi;
print(‘computing piadj‘);
read ‘pidgr.out‘:read ‘pistar.out‘:
pi[1]:=transpose(pidgr):pi[2]:=transpose(pistar):
print(‘pi-matrices read‘);
piadj :=map(simplify,evalm(‘&*‘(1/pi[1],pi[2])));
pimat:=[gg,piadj, pidgr, pistar];
see()
end:padj;
see := proc ()
local i, prt;
prt := [‘group element‘,‘exp-adjoint‘, ‘left-dual‘,
‘right-dual‘];
for i to 4 do print(prt[i]); print(); print(pimat[i]); print() od
end:
trg:=proc()
local ix;
for ix to 2 do:pi[ix]:=map(simplify,map(convert,map(expand,
pi[ix]),trig));od;
end:
cmm:=proc(XX,YY)
evalm(XX&*YY-YY&*XX)
end:cmm;
liealg:=proc(X)
for i to d do xi[i] := map(diff,X,a[i]) od;
op(xi)
end:liealg;
kirlv := proc()
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local i, ii, ix;
xvec := matrix(1,d,proc (i, j) options operator, arrow;
x[j] end);
picheck:=transpose(pistar-pidgr);
for i to d do:adjt[i]:=map(eval,subs({ seq(A[ix] = 0,
ix = 1 .. d)},
map(diff,evalm(picheck),A[i]))):od;
for i to d do:
krow[i] := multiply(xvec,adjt[i]): od;
KRLVA := stack(seq(krow[ii],ii = 1 .. d));
KRLV := map(eval,KRLVA);
print(KRLV)
end:kirlv;
matrec:=proc()
local i;
pdv:=subs(A=V,evalm(pidgr));
pdrr:=subs(A=RR,evalm(pidgr));
VV0:=convert(vector([seq(VV[i],i=1..d)]),matrix);
Ronn:=map(simplify,multiply(pdv^(-1),transpose(piadj),pdrr,VV0));
map(expand,Ronn);
end:matrec;
duals:=proc()
delta:=vector(d);
xidagger:=multiply(pidgr,delta);
xistar:=multiply(pistar,delta);
for i to d do:print(‘xi-dagger‘[i]=xidagger[i]);od;
print(‘ ‘);
print(‘---------------------------------------------------- ‘);
print(‘ ‘);
for i to d do:print(‘xi-star‘[i]=xistar[i]);od;
print(‘ ‘);
print(‘----------------------------------------------------- ‘);
print(‘ ‘);
dbldual:=subs({delta=R,A=V},evalm(xidagger));
for i to d do:print(‘xi-hat‘[i]=dbldual[i]);od;
end:duals;
adjrep:=proc()
for i to d do:print(‘adjrep‘[i]=evalm(adjt[i])):od
end:adjrep;
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